Introduction
============

For decades, photoactivation experiments, based on small caged fluorophores inside live cells have provided access to decipher multi-parametric dynamic processes and fates of cellular proteins.^[@cit1],[@cit2]^ However, attachment of caged fluorophores to specific proteins in live cells remained challenging and microinjection of purified and labeled proteins has been the common strategy to perform live cell studies. Since the report of caged coumarin, fluorescein and rhodamine, the palette of synthetic bright and photo-stable, caged fluorophores is steadily expanding.^[@cit3]--[@cit9]^ New, facile synthesis routes and commercial availability provide the scientific community easy access to caged synthetic fluorophores.^[@cit10]^ Despite this progress in synthesis of caged fluorophores, live cell studies mainly suffered from insufficient cell permeabilities of applied caged dyes or were hampered by precisely localizing photoactivatable fluorophores to proteins of interest (POIs) within the particular living specimen under investigation.^[@cit1],[@cit8],[@cit9]^ Therefore, multi-color photoactivation experiments inside living cells have been mainly restricted to the application of photo-modulatable FPs so far.^[@cit11],[@cit12]^ Antibody-labeling using caged chemical fluorophores is limited to applications in fixed cells.^[@cit13],[@cit14]^ Previously reported benzyl-guanine (BG) conjugates bearing caged fluorophores, as applied in SNAP-protein labeling technology possess poor cell permeabilities and have mainly been restricted to either fixed cells, to the outside of live cells or relied on harsh loading techniques.^[@cit8],[@cit9]^ Recently, novel super-resolution microscopy (SRM) techniques such as photo-activated localization microscopy (PALM) were developed to push the resolution of light microscopy images beyond the diffraction limit and to allow imaging of cellular components at nanometer resolution.^[@cit15],[@cit16]^ In general, PALM requires specifically designed and targetable fluorochromes that can be selectively switched from dark 'off' to bright 'on' states.^[@cit17]^ Caged fluorophores carry photo-labile groups to be maintained in non-fluorescent dark states. Upon irradiation with light of appropriate wavelength, the photo-labile cages fall off and the (prior dark) probe is converted into a bright fluorophore. In PALM, only a sparse subset of fluorophores is stochastically activated, recorded and bleached over the course of thousands of raw frames. Here, the precision of localizing individual emitters depends inversely on the square root of the number of collected photons.^[@cit18]^ Before going to the dark due to photo-bleaching, even the most photo-stable fluorescent proteins (FPs) on average emit 10-fold fewer photons compared to organic fluorophores with good photophysical properties.^[@cit19],[@cit20]^ In addition, only a sparse repertory of green photoactivatable FPs (PA-FPs) is currently available with sufficient good photo-physical properties for single-molecule-based imaging.^[@cit12],[@cit21]^ Moreover, PA-FPs come with different limitations like poor photophysical properties such as low photostabilities, poor activation properties,^[@cit22]^ high background, low contrast ratios and photon yields,^[@cit11]^ slow maturation behaviors, sizes or oligomeric states.^[@cit23]^ Therefore, bright and stable synthetic fluorophores with high photon output offer a significant advantage over conventional FPs in this respect, even though previous SR experiments predominantly relied on photo-controllable FPs.^[@cit24]--[@cit28]^ Compared to conventional FPs, the color palette of photosensitive representatives is limited. Even a smaller number of FPs such as photoactivatable GFP (PA-GFP) and photoactivatable mCherry (PA-mCherry1) are spectroscopically distinguishable.^[@cit28],[@cit29]^ In contrast, small organic fluorophores allow for the synthetic tuning of spectral properties, solubility and target specificity.^[@cit10],[@cit30],[@cit31]^ As chemical fluorophores can be conjugated to proteins utilizing a variety of protein tagging strategies in living cells,^[@cit32]^ they have the potential to become valuable tools for SRM.^[@cit33]^ Lee *et al.* reported SRM of live bacteria, based on photoactivatable fluorophores that were localized to POIs *via* HaloTagging.^[@cit7]^ However, the visualization of multi-parametric dynamic processes inside live cells on the basis of controlled activation of specifically localized, caged chemical fluorophores with good photophysical properties and extendable applicability for SRM inside live mammalian cells has not been realized so far. These approaches require cell-permeable, photo-modulatable, spectrally separable, bright and photostable small-molecule fluorescent probes to be simultaneously and specifically introduced into particular genetically encoded, protein-specific attachment sites (tags) in living cells.^[@cit34],[@cit35]^ The eDHFR-tag and the HaloTag are well known for live cell protein labeling and both provide substrates with superior cell permeability. The eDHFR-tag is based on the high affinity interaction of the antibiotic 5-(3,4,5-trimethoxybenzyl)pyrimidine-2,4-diamine (trimethoprim, TMP) to the protein dihydrofolate-reductase (eDHFR) from *Escherichia coli* (*E. coli*).^[@cit36]^ Fluorophores conjugated to TMP have been shown to possess excellent cell permeability^[@cit37]^ and recently found application in live cell direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (dSTORM).^[@cit38]^ The ligand-reactive haloalkane dehalogenase tag (HaloTag)^[@cit39]^ is based on the presence of a haloalkane attached to the probe ([Scheme 1](#sch1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Schematic representation of live cell dual-color photoactivation of caged-fluorescein and caged-Q-rhodamine conjugates, localized to different cellular compartments, using the Halo- and eDHFR-tag as orthogonal protein labeling strategies.](c6sc02088g-s1){#sch1}

This renders the fluorophore ligand small, which is likewise beneficial to pass cell membranes. Therefore, the combination of both aforementioned labeling strategies helps us to overcome persisting limitations concerning cell permeability for probe delivery and protein labeling inside live mammalian cells.

Here we present the combined application of previously reported orthogonal protein tagging strategies (eDHFR-tag^[@cit36]^ and Halo-tag^[@cit39]^) for the installation of custom designed, spectrally separable and photoactivatable fluorescein and Q-rhodamine to various protein targets for advanced diffraction-limited fluorescence microscopy and super-resolution imaging within live cell contexts.

Results and discussion
======================

Synthesis and photo-spectrometric analysis and characterization of photoactivatable probes
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

First, we synthesized 5-carboxyfluorescein, bearing photo-removable *ortho*-nitrobenzyl groups on the hydroxyl function of the xanthone according to literature protocols.^[@cit1]^ *ortho*-Nitroveratryloxycarbonyl-5-carboxy-Q-rhodamine (PA-Q-Rh) was commercially available.^[@cit3]^ TMP was modified with an amine bearing linker as described previously^[@cit37]^ and finally coupled to the caged Fl and caged Q-Rh *via* peptide bond formation to yield the TMP--PA-Fl respective TMP--PA-Q-Rh conjugates. Halo--PA-Q-Rh was synthesized accordingly. Structures of synthesized dyes are shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. As non-photoactivatable controls we also synthesized fluorescent TMP- and Halo-conjugates with di-acetyl-fluorescein (diAcFl) and tetramethyl-rhodamine (TMR). These conjugates also found application as complementary fluorophore in dual-color imaging when only one photoactivatable fluorophore was used. Prior to live cell applications, caged conjugates were tested for activation by light in photo-spectrometric *in vitro* measurements ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Conjugates bearing the caged Q-rhodamine showed 46-fold increase of fluorescence upon UV-irradiation ([Fig. 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The caged fluorescein containing conjugates showed 23-fold increase in fluorescence at the emission maximum ([Fig. 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Photoactivation of (A) TMP--PA-Q-Rh (5 μM) and (B) TMP--PA-Fl (5 μM) by UV-light (*λ* = 365 nm, 8 W) in aqueous solution. Irradiation intervals are represented by the following color code: 0--20 s in 10 s-intervals (black), 20--60 s in 20 s-intervals (blue), 60 s--2.30 min in 1.5 min interval (cyan), 2.5--10 min in 2.5 min-intervals (green), 10--30 min in 5 min intervals (red), 30--80 min in 10 min-intervals (orange). The fluorescence intensities at the peak maxima are plotted as a function of activation time to obtain activation curves (inserts). (C) Structures of the TMP--PA-Fl-conjugate and the TMP--PA-Q-Rh and Halo--PA-Q-Rh-conjugates before and after activation by UV-light.](c6sc02088g-f1){#fig1}

Live cell mono- and dual-color photoactivation of fluorophore-conjugates, localized to target proteins in nuclei, mitochondria and focal adhesions
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, the synthesized conjugates were evaluated in protein labelling experiments inside different live mammalian cellular regimes for their general labelling properties (see (ESI), Fig. S1 and S2[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Within these experiments we used epifluorescence microscopy to test for photoactivation by using a standard DAPI (4′,6-diamidin-2-phenylindol) filter. We prepared various plasmids that express protein constructs containing either the Halo- or eDHFR-tag. To demonstrate the orthogonality in labelling, Halo- and eDHFR-fusions of the histone proteins H2A and H2B were chosen, as well as the mitochondrial import receptor subunit Tom20 (translocase of outer mitochondrial membrane). Live COS-7 cells were transiently transfected and incubated with spectrally separable photoactivatable TMP- and Halo-fluorophore conjugates. That way, the synthesized probes were evaluated for membrane permeability, cell toxicity, photoactivation properties and selectivity for target proteins. Dual-color imaging of histones H2A and H2B in live cells was successfully tested using non-activatable dyes Halo--TMR and TMP--diAcFl first (see Fig. S3 in the ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Photoactivation in epifluorescence mode was conducted by exposure of transfected and stained cells to UV light of the DAPI channel, which exhibited spectral ranges that were ideal for the cleavage of the applied photolabile caging groups (352--402 nm, 14.5 mW cm^--2^). First, mono-color photoactivation was established on histone proteins H2A and H2B, using Halo--PA-Q-Rh or Halo--TMR and TMP--PA-Fl. We observed increasing fluorescence intensity within nuclei over exposure time to light from the DAPI channel (see Fig. S4--S6 in the ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the experimental results from mono- and dual-color activation experiments of photoactivatable TMP and Halo-fluorophores inside different mammalian cell lines. For mono-color photoactivation experiments, we transfected COS-7 cells with H2B--eDHFR and Halo--Tom20 and incubated with either TMP--PA-Fl (5 μM) or Halo--TMR (1 μM) ([Fig. 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, upper panel, i) or TMP--PA-Q-Rh (5 μM) and Halo--diAcFl (1 μM) ([Fig. 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, second panel, ii). In both experiments we observed strong fluorescence signals from photoactivated fluorophores, localized to nuclei upon 60 s of irradiation with UV-light (DAPI-filtered) ([Fig. 2i and ii](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, post activation images). Next, Tom20--eDHFR and Halo--H2B were transiently co-overexpressed in live COS-7 cells which were stained with TMP--PA-Fl (5 μM) and Halo--TMR (1 μM) ([Fig. 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, third panel, iii). Subsequent photoactivation revealed the filigree structure of the mitochondrial network in the green fluorescent channel. In general, no fluorescence signal emerged from the caged dyes in pre-activation recordings (middle column), while localized, non-activatable fluorophore conjugates revealed constant signal pre- and post-activation ([Fig. 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, panels i--iii). These initial mono-color activation experiments clearly demonstrate that the synthesized caged fluorophore conjugates are well suited for live cell photoactivation experiments. Both TMP- and Halo-photoactivatable fluorophore conjugates readily penetrate live cell membranes with incubation times no longer than 30 min. Cell viability was not affected (Fig. S15[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Visible signs of cell toxicity of synthesized dye conjugates could not be observed even after 12 h of incubation. Very low cellular autofluorescence and negligible background signal of the (caged) fluorescent probes were determined in non-transfected cells (see Fig. S7 in the ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Dual-color photoactivation was approached on nuclear and cytosolic target proteins. For this, we transiently over-expressed nuclear H2B--eDHFR and diffusive EGFP--Halo in COS-7 cells which were stained with TMP--PA-Fl (5 μM) and Halo--PA-Q-Rh (5 μM). Exposure to light from the DAPI channel for 120 s was enough for strong signal in both fluorescent channels (see Fig. S8 in the ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Based on these results, we simultaneously localized two spectrally separable caged fluorescent dyes to nuclear and mitochondrial target proteins for live cell dual-color photoactivation. For this, NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were transiently transfected with H2B--eDHFR and Halo--Tom20 and stained with both TMP--PA-Fl and Halo--PA-Q-Rh (5 μM, each). As expected, we did not observe any fluorescence signal prior to activation ([Fig. 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel iv, middle column). Upon irradiation with DAPI-filtered UV light, the fluorescence signal significantly increased in the green channel from the photoactivated fluorescein at the nucleus as well as at mitochondrial structures from the photoactivated Q-Rh ([Fig. 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel iv, right column). Further, we demonstrate dual-color photoactivation of TMP--PA-Fl and Halo--PA-Q-Rh, localized to histones H2A--Halo and H2B--eDHFR in COS-7 cells. Strong, nucleus-localized fluorescent signal in both red and green channels was detected, following UV irradiation ([Fig. 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Mono- and dual color photoactivation inside living cells. Cells are depicted as bright field recordings, as well as composite red-green images, pre- and post-photoactivation. (A) Mono- (i--iii) and dual-color photoactivation (iv) of nuclear and mitochondrial targets inside live COS-7 and NIH 3T3 cells. Co-overexpressed, Halo- and eDHFR-tagged H2B and Tom20 were stained with TMP- and Halo-(photoactivatable) fluorescent conjugates: (i) Tom20--Halo with Halo--TMR, H2B--eDHFR with TMP--PA-Fl; (ii) Tom20--Halo with Halo--diAcFl, H2B--eDHFR with TMP--PA-Q-Rh; (iii) H2B--Halo with Halo--TMR, Tom20--eDHFR with TMP--PA-Fl, (iv) H2B--eDHFR with TMP--PA-Fl, Tom20--Halo with Halo--PA-Q-Rh. Non-PA dyes were applied in 1 μM, caged fluorophores in 5 μM concentration. Photoactivation was conducted using the DAPI-channel: (352--402 nm, 14.5 mW cm^--2^). Scale bars: 10 μm. (B) Dual-color photoactivation of histone proteins inside live COS-7 cells. Halo- and eDHFR-tagged histones H2A and H2B were transiently co-overexpressed and stained with TMP--PA-Fl and Halo--PA-Q-Rh. Caged fluorophore conjugates were applied in 5 μM concentration. Photoactivation was conducted using DAPI-filtered UV-light (352--402 nm, 14.5 W cm^--2^). Scale bars: 10 μm. (C) Photoactivation of focal adhesion sites inside live MEF Vcl^--/--^ cells after overexpression of Halo-tagged vinculin--EGFP and staining with Halo--PA-Q-Rh. Recordings of post-activation images are shown in the red channel and as composite images. The green channel (lower left) shows the signal from EGFP. The composite image shows the co-localization of green (EGFP) and red (Q-Rh) fluorescent signals, after photoactivation at 405 nm (laser power: 60 mW cm^--2^. Scale bars: 5 μm).](c6sc02088g-f2){#fig2}

Having successfully shown live cell dual-color photoactivation of localized fluorophores for mitochondrial and nuclear targets in epifluorescence mode, we wanted to demonstrate the application of the herein presented, combined protein labeling strategies for photoactivatable fluorophores within more complex structural cellular regimes. For this, we selected the focal adhesion protein vinculin (Vcl) to be visualized by the herein presented localizable photoactivable fluorophore conjugates. Focal adhesions are macromolecular protein assemblies that link the extracellular matrix (ECM) to the individual cell. The so-called adhesion plaques are located close to the cell membrane which is in contact with the substrate surface at the water--glass interface of the cover slip. Therefore, focal adhesions and the proteins integrated into this protein assembly can be ideally monitored *via* total internal reflection microscopy (TIRFM). We prepared Halo--EGFP-Vcl and eDHFR--EGFP--Halo constructs that were expressed in mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) Vcl-knock-out (Vcl^--/--^) cells, which were then incubated with Halo--PA-Q-Rh respective TMP--PA-Q-Rh (5 μM, each). The signal from the EGFP-tag in the green channel was used to identify the focal plane prior to activation. [Fig. 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} depicts the photoactivation experiment, with PA-Q-Rh localized to Halo--EGFP--Vcl (or eDHFR--EGFP--Vcl, see Fig. S10 and S11 in the ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Photoactivation was achieved upon illumination with a 405 nm laser (60 mW cm^--2^, 50% laser power). Optimal activation intervals were determined by repetitively exposing a selected ROI (region of interest) (405 nm, 5 s-intervals). For maximum activation of localized caged Q-rhodamine conjugates, optimal exposure times were determined to 5--10 s (50% laser power) or 50--60 s (10% laser power). Prior to photoactivation, no rhodamine fluorescence signal was observed in the red channel ([Fig. 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, upper left) whereas localization of Vcl was constantly monitored by EGFP fluorescence ([Fig. 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, green channel, bottom left image). After photoactivation, the bright fluorescence signal of the activated rhodamine was detectable in the red channel ([Fig. 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, upper right image). Excellent co-localization to the EGFP fluorescence signal was observed, as indicated by the merged images of the red and green channel ([Fig. 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, lower right image and Fig. S11[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

In all experiments, photoactivation was either performed by a laser at 405 nm or *via* DAPI-filtered UV light. Most epifluorescence or confocal microscopes are equipped with such light sources, which makes the implementation of the presented approach straightforward at low costs.

Photoactivated fluorophores allow dynamic studies of proteins inside live cells by inverse fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (iFRAP)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The controlled change of a non-fluorescent 'off'-state to a fluorescent 'on'-state (and *vice versa*) in a defined region can be used to retrieve information about dynamic processes in living biological systems. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) is a common technology to investigate diffusion processes of proteins in live cells.^[@cit40],[@cit41]^ Whereas FRAP is based on the bleaching of fluorophores (*i.e.* the irreversible change from the bright 'on'- to dark 'off'-state), the light-mediated activation of a fluorophore (*i.e.* conversion from the 'off'- to the 'on'-state) allows the reversed approach, termed 'inverse-'FRAP (iFRAP). iFRAP represents an excellent alternative to conventional FRAP experiments. As the recovery of fluorescence emerges from the mobility of molecules within the surroundings of a bleached spot, classical FRAP is often referred to as an imprecise method for the determination of biomolecular dynamics. Monitoring membrane dynamics *via* FRAP, fluorescence recovery might emerge from insertion of non-bleached fluorescently tagged proteins into the membrane, as well as due to the lateral mobility of surrounding molecules.^[@cit9]^

Photoactivation of chemically labeled cell surface proteins permits to overcome this problem as only photoactivated molecules originating from the illuminated region of interest (ROI) at the membrane are tracked. As we have shown that our photoactivatable fluorophores can be selectively localized to individual POIs, we utilize our Halo--PA-Q-Rh to gain information about the dynamic behaviour of a protein inside a living cell by means of an iFRAP experiment. Q-Rh is a very photostable dye which is ideally suited for the long-term tracking of molecule dynamics. To track the dynamics of proteins at the plasma membrane (PM), live HeLa cells were transfected with Halo-tagged lymphocyte-specific protein tyrosine kinase (Halo-Lck), with Lck localizing the Halo-tag at the inside of the PM. Transfected cells were stained with Halo--PA-Q-Rh (5 μM). Using this PM construct, we observed the expected fast diffusion dynamics with a half-residence time of 7.8 s and an equilibration time of 47.4 s. Activation was conducted in pre-defined ROIs (diameter: 10 μm) at 405 nm (60 mW cm^--2^), which resulted in an immediate stepped increase of the fluorescence signal ([Fig. 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The fluorescence signal exponentially decreased as expected to reach a plateau, slightly above the starting value after 40--50 s of observation ([Fig. 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). To further show the suitability of photoactivatable fluorophore conjugates to follow processes with slow dynamics, we chose rather slowly rearranging chromatin as a suitable target structure (Fig. S12[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). COS-7 cells were transiently transfected with H2B--Halo and stained with Halo--PA-Q-Rh. Circular ROIs (4 μm diameter) for photoactivation were pre-defined within live cell nuclei. Halo--PA-Q-Rh, localized to H2B was activated by illumination at *λ* = 405 nm with 60 mW cm^--2^ laser power. As expected, the observed dynamics of the tagged H2B are much slower.^[@cit42]^ The experiments demonstrate that the photoactivatable fluorophore conjugates can be used to study protein dynamics of different rates in live cells with iFRAP. Nevertheless, it has to be noted that background signal from unbound photoactivatable fluorophores can falsify the results as they have significant faster dynamics than the tagged protein and can result in a multi exponential decay of the signal.

![Monitoring protein dynamics in iFRAP experiments using photoactivatable fluorophores to target proteins. (A) HeLa Kyoto cells expressing Halo-tagged lymphocyte-specific protein tyrosine kinase (Halo-Lck), with Lck localizing the fusion protein at the inside of the PM. Cells were stained with Halo--PA-Q-Rh (5 μM). Activation was conducted in a pre-defined ROI (diameter: 10 μm, indicated by dashed white circle) at 405 nm (60 mW cm^--2^), which resulted in an immediate stepped increase of the fluorescence intensity. Scale bars: 5 μm. (B) Diffusion dynamics with a half-residence time of 7.8 s and an equilibration time of 47.4 s were determined from the exponentially decrease of the fluorescence signal. The depicted curve represents the means ± SD of 3 independent cells.](c6sc02088g-f3){#fig3}

Localizable photoactivatable Q-rhodamine in super-resolution microscopy
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The molecular characteristic of photoactivatable fluorophores to be actively switched from a fluorescent dark 'off-state' to a bright fluorescent 'on-state\' is a fundamental requirement to perform pointillistic super-resolution fluorescence microscopy.

Therefore, we intended to further apply the herein presented localizable photoactivatable fluorophores in combination with the super-resolution microscopy technology PALM. The original publication inventing PALM in 2006 ([@cit15]) utilized PA-GFP. However, we would like to point out that the authors already noted that photoactivatable small organic fluorophores like PA-Q-Rh would be highly beneficial for PALM.^[@cit15]^

Whereas dSTORM entirely relies on the reversible photoswitching of fluorochromes, herein presented caged Q-rhodamine-conjugates are activatable only once and allow for their tracking of molecular targets over many frames from then on. The obvious reason is the high number of photons that can be collected from such small organic fluorophores before going to the dark. Such high photon yields offer significant improvement in resolution, as the precision of localizing individual emitters depends inversely on the square root of the number of collected photons.^[@cit18]^ In particular live-cell PALM critically depends on the technical limitation of collecting enough photons from single molecule emitters within very short time periods, to counter the mobility of the living specimen. As SRM is still commonly performed on fixed cellular targets, even the herein presented caged fluorescent conjugates were first tested for their precise labeling properties of cellular POIs inside fixed cells for PALM. For this, Tom20--Halo was transiently overexpressed in NIH 3T3 cells which were then stained with Halo--PA-Q-Rh and subsequently fixed, using paraformaldehyde. PALM revealed the mitochondrial network in high contrast (Fig. S13 in the ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Encouraged by the successful application on fixed targets, we decided to use the nuclear target H2B to demonstrate the applicability of our probes for live cell PALM. For this, NIH 3T3 cells were transiently transfected with H2B--Halo, respective H2B--eDHFR to be stained with Halo--PA-Q-Rh or TMP--PA-Q-Rh and imaged by PALM ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Information extracted from the raw data was used to calculate the statistics on molecular photon yields and localization precision. The PA-Q-Rh conjugates showed excellent photophysical properties after photoactivation, with much higher mean photon yields than photoactivatable-mCherry (PA-mCherry) (Halo--Q-PA-Rh and TMP--Q-PA-Rh 410% respectively 312% of the mean photon yield determined for PA-mCherry). The increased molecular brightness is translated into an improvement in localization, demonstrated by the median value of uncertainty in position, which is ∼10 nm for Halo--Q-PA-Rh and TMP--Q-PA-Rh, a factor of about 2.5 better than for PA-mCherry (∼25 nm) (Fig. S14[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The results demonstrate that the herein present PA-Q-Rh conjugates are excellent candidates for PALM on live cell targets.

![PALM on Halo- (A) and eDHFR- (B) tagged H2B in live NIH 3T3 cells. NIH 3T3 cells were transiently transfected with H2B--Halo (A) or H2B--eDHFR (B) and stained with Halo--PA-Q-Rh (A), respective TMP--PA-Q-Rh (B). Acquired images are represented as diffraction-limited reconstruction (left) and single-molecule localization (super-resolution, middle). Close-up representations of the selected regions are shown on the right. Scale bars: 10 μm and 1 μm (zoomed view).](c6sc02088g-f4){#fig4}

Conclusions
===========

In summary, we herein presented caged, spectrally separable fluorophore conjugates for dual-color imaging and SRM inside living cells. Custom-designed caged conjugates with excellent cell permeabilities selectively label intracellular tagged POIs. We successfully demonstrated the labeling and photoactivation of caged fluorescein and caged Q-rhodamine within different cellular regimes such as nuclear-, mitochondrial-, cytosolic-, membrane- and focal adhesion localized proteins. To our knowledge, the presented work is the first example of well cell-permeable photoactivatable fluorescent probes for multi-color protein labeling in live mammalian cells. We further demonstrate the application of our probes for analyzing protein dynamics in live cell membranes, using iFRAP. We finally exploit the superior molecular brightness and photostability of the herein applied Q-rhodamine for advanced live cell super-resolution imaging, using PALM. The presented conjugates represent attractive experimental alternatives to PA-FPs, especially when high photo-stability and brightness is required. The herein demonstrated combination of the photoactivatable fluorophore conjugates with protein labeling in live cells unleash the enormous potential of photoactivatable small organic fluorophores for live cell super-resolution microscopy.
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